
24th Sunday Cycle A 
St. Matthew 18:15-20 

“Go and point out his fault…” 

Many years ago, I taught a Bible study class for adults. While comparing the 
differences between the Catholic Church interpreting the Bible from fundamentalist 
Christians, I made a snide and disparaging remark about a then popular television 
evangelist. A young man attending the class took offense at my comments and made 
an appointment with me. A few years prior he had some struggles in his life and while 
watching television, this same preacher spoke the words he needed to hear. He let me 
know his displeasure in a most thoughtful, kind and respectful way. He was right and 
I was wrong and apologized. 

More importantly, he was right about the way he challenged me. He did not criticize 
me in front of others with hostility and abuse. Nor did he write an angry email 
knowing he would not have to face me. Rather, he requested some of my time and 
simply but plainly pointed out my fault. 

Fast forward to a few years later in another assignment pastoring two parish 
communities. My second weekend at one of the parishes, I finished greeting 
parishioners at the end of Mass. Walking back to the sacristy, there was one man 
waiting for me in the church. When I approached to shake his hand, he refused my 
hand shake and instead proceeded in the strongest and with great hostility to criticize 
my assignment in that parish, particularly my preaching. 

As he continued his diatribe and thinking back to the only other time I had preached 
in that parish, the topic was on domestic violence. As his hostility grew, it dawned on 
me that I had hit a bull’s eye. I felt no regret or any need to apologize or even explain. 
When he finally stormed out of the church, never to return, I simply as the Lord says, 
“shook the dust from my sandals” and moved on. 

In one way, both of these men had fulfilled what the Lord said in the gospel, “go and 
tell him his fault between you and him alone”. Though that is true, the moral value of 
their confrontations were entirely different. 

It is never fun to receive criticism, but the necessity of giving and receiving valuable 
critical advice is important in the development of one’s character, and one’s soul. 

Confrontation and anger are two very difficult topics to discuss in a homily. Every 
wounded relationship presents its own particular circumstances that often defy 
applying moral principles universally. Therefore this weekend, with the issue’s 
complexity the homily will share more principles of conventional wisdom. 

Catholics have often struggled with negative emotions such as anger. Too often anger 

is regarded as sinful in all its uses. Good people can experience guilt for simply feeling 
angry even if not acted out. Yet in the Bible anger is sinful in many situations but is 
virtuous in other situations. Jesus expresses anger in the gospels and his anger is 
directed either at the demons inflicting God’s People or the religious leaders 
dominating the people for their own purposes. His cleansing the Temple of money 
changers and entrepreneurs is classic. 

Here is some conventional wisdom regarding anger. 

Some people use anger as a way of controlling everyone else in their lives. Everyone in 
the house and workplace consistently walks on egg shells in hopes of avoiding a 



tongue lashing, critical put down, and abuse. They find a need to choose every word 
carefully and choose often not to speak at all. This use of anger is very sinful.  

Some people never learn to express any anger and instead keep it all bottled up inside. 
They can claim to be “keeping the peace” but in reality their lives are often in turmoil 
and lacking any sense of peace. When we turn our anger inward, it affects us 
emotionally, spiritually, and physically 

Anger is sinful when used to control, humiliate, dominate, or seek vengeance. Usually 
this use of anger is self-centered and narcissistic. 

Anger is righteous when it leads to conversion, justice, forgiveness, and building solid 
communities where everyone is safe and their dignity is honored. Usually this use of 
anger focuses on the plight and injustices facing the powerless and vulnerable. 

Here is some conventional wisdom regarding confrontation. 

St. Paul teaches emphatically both in his letter to The Romans and to The Galatians 
that love of neighbor fulfills the whole of the Law. Love and confrontation are not 
mutually exclusive. Love calls forth the better angels of our character. Love believes in 
the good we are and the good within us needing to come forth. Love calls the best out 
of the person and not crush who the person is. 

Love and anger are not opposed to each other. They can become destructive when they 
are separated. Love without anger can enable destructive behaviors, inhibit growth 
and maturity. 
  

Here is some conventional wisdom regarding forgiveness and reconciliation 

Reconciliation always needs forgiveness. Reconciliation indicates the relationship has 
been healed and both people now have each other’s best interests at heart. 

But there are times when forgiveness is essential but reconciliation is impossible. 
People living in a dangerous or abusive relationship need to remove themselves and be 
in a safe place. Forgiveness is still an essential part of our spiritual life but must be 
offered from a safe place. You can forgive someone from 1000 miles away in your own 
prayer and still be faithful to Jesus’ command. Forgiveness never requires anyone to 
remain in or return to a dangerous situation. Forgiveness is never permission to abuse 
again. 

Sometimes the offended person can offer forgiveness but the offender refuses to accept 
it or even recognize his or her responsibility. The offered forgiveness is still important 
and is still powerfully effective at least for the offended person if not for the offender. 

Reconciliation may need to wait for later opportunities beyond this life. 

Real Truth regarding the Eucharist 

Where 2 or 3 gather becomes a space created by the Lord for the Lord to abide with us 
and within us.  This abiding presence brings protection from evil, mercy for the sinner, 
and reconciliation for ruptured relationships. The Eucharist by its very nature draws 
us closer to God and closer to each other. It is unavoidable if our heart is open. 

Bring your needs for reconciliation and forgiveness to the Eucharist and lay them on 
the altar. There the Lord Jesus unites them with his own eternal sacrifice always 



completely present to us. The Eucharist represents and presents the fullness of 
forgiveness and the fullness of reconciliation. 

 


